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Operationally Defining Physical Literacy in Chinese Culture: Results of a Meta-Narrative 1 

Synthesis and the Panel’s Recommendations 2 

 3 

Abstract 4 

Purpose: The definition of physical literacy (PL) needs to be explored by researchers from 5 

educational, public health, and sports organisations in Chinese culture; an adequate definition 6 

and theoretical framework of PL can then be embraced within different contexts and according to 7 

cultural influences.  8 

Methods: This meta-narrative synthesis of literature in this area included a series of planning, 9 

search, mapping, appraisal, synthesis, and recommendation phases. The literature was translated 10 

into English and circulated among international experts to seek suggestions. A total of 74 articles 11 

were included in the PL definition synthesis and 28 were included for philosophical synthesis in 12 

this study. 13 

Results: Based on three rounds of discussions, the final agreement was reached among panel 14 

members regarding the defining statements and practical and theoretical models of PL in Chinese 15 

culture. According to consensus, PL is the integration of physical, perceptual, cognitive, 16 

psychological, and behavioural capabilities, echoing with the need for an active, healthy, and 17 

fulfilling lifestyle, which involves continuous positive interactions with the environment and 18 

embodied engagement in physical activities for life. The framework addressed five domains 19 

(physical, sensory-perceptual, cognitive, psychological, and behavioural) and one important 20 

overlapping factor (dynamic environment). A further explanation was provided in the defining 21 

statement to assist in understanding the concept. 22 

Conclusion: It is suggested that the cultural interpretation and historical background of PL in 23 

Chinese discourse should be addressed and respected. The development of a specific cultural 24 
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definition statement of PL in one country could provide implications for PL researchers 25 

worldwide. 26 

Keywords: Physical literacy; Meta-narrative synthesis; Chinese culture; Systematic review 27 

 28 

1. Background 29 

There is a growing recognition and acceptance of the need to embrace physical literacy (PL) for 30 

promoting individuals’ physical activities in the sports and public health fields.1 Research on PL 31 

is essential for addressing the global concerns of prevailing sedentary lifestyles and for 32 

establishing pursuits of engagement in physical activity, as PL is believed to provide a wide 33 

range of such opportunities and has been identified as an antecedent to children’s successful 34 

participation in the movement’s environment. It is also regarded as the ultimate outcome in the 35 

field of physical education.2 As a multidimensional concept, PL encourages the view that all 36 

young people benefit from participation in physical activity, rather than just the small proportion 37 

of children who specialise in elite levels of competitive sports. Furthermore, PL applies to all 38 

children and adults throughout every stage of life.3 Several countries across the world, such as 39 

Canada, Australia, the United States, and the United Kingdom, have embraced the concept of PL 40 

as a guiding ideology embedded in physical education curricula. Nonetheless, there is continued 41 

controversy as to the definitions of PL used by educational, public health, and sports 42 

organisations worldwide.4 For example, previous studies have reported over 20 different PL-43 

related concepts adopted by scholars in the literature.5, 6 The ambiguity regarding its definition 44 

and the inconsistency in how PL is understood and used have been raised as ongoing issues for 45 

debate.  46 

 47 
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Whitehead7 suggests that the concept of PL exists along a ladder of abstraction. The most 48 

advocated definition of PL, consistently recognised by the International Physical Literacy 49 

Association,8 is: ‘The motivation, confidence, physical competence, knowledge and 50 

understanding to value and take responsibility for engagement in physical activities for life’. This 51 

definition focuses on the necessary attributes that lead one to aspire to and attain lifelong 52 

engagement in physical activity. There is no doubt that the philosophical foundations and 53 

underpinnings of PL have drawn the world’s eyes in response to the sedentary lifestyle trend 54 

among children and adults; Whitehead3 also suggests that the concept of PL may be interpreted 55 

differently with consideration to cultural discourse and diverse nations. As the Greater China 56 

Region (Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan) occupies a unique historical path of 57 

development and belongs to a unique governing policy (‘One Country, Two Systems’), there is a 58 

need for researchers of the Greater China Region to embrace the definition and theoretical 59 

framework of PL with recognition of the importance of sensitivity to differing cultural influences 60 

and contexts. The development of a specific and culturally sensitive definition of PL in one 61 

country could provide implications for PL researchers worldwide. 62 

 63 

Interpreted on humanistic and economic levels, the Greater China Region is a broad term for 64 

Chinese nations; it represents the majority of the Chinese population and has a long history of 65 

over 4000 years of cultural development.9 China is estimated to occupy 9.6 million square 66 

kilometres (making it the third largest country in the world) and is currently the most populous 67 

country, with an estimated 1.4 billion people in 2019. Under the policy of ‘One Country, Two 68 

Systems’ all the districts share a common sense of Chinese culture, while also developing unique 69 

trajectories with regard to historical development. For example, Hong Kong and Macau (located 70 
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in the southern part of China) have underwent colonial rules and are mostly influenced by 71 

Western culture;10 Taiwan also has a distinctive cultural background within the Greater China 72 

Region; it was an aboriginal culture in ancient times and then was ruled as a colony. Chinese 73 

culture has been greatly influenced by Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism—with an emphasis 74 

on the body and the mind; such influences have led to a unique interpretation of the concept of 75 

PL that is in sharp contrast to the Western world’s Christian beliefs and Japan’s samurai spirit.11 76 

As the concept of PL has been embraced as a new way for understanding how sports-related 77 

behaviour is rooted in our daily lives within different contexts, the philosophical underpinnings 78 

of the PL concept have been explored.3, 12 The aforementioned definition emphasises holistic 79 

engagement, encompassing the embodied dimensions of human movement, which can also be 80 

viewed from an Eastern perspective (the Taoist approach to PL)13 and offers insight into a wider 81 

range of contemporary perceptions of PL in the Greater China Region. As such, it is believed 82 

that the concept of PL can be further understood, interpreted, aligned, and adapted by Chinese 83 

scholars, practitioners, and policy makers in the context of Chinese culture as influenced by 84 

Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism. 85 

 86 

In the Greater China Region, researchers have regarded PL as an important ideology in directing 87 

students’ participation in physical activity, which mainly occurs in school settings. The plurality 88 

of PL definitions has led to different understandings regarding PL assessments for educators. For 89 

example, researchers have constructed and validated the Perceived Physical Literacy Instrument 90 

for physical education teachers14 to further investigate the self-perception of PL in students, 91 

while other assessment tools have been adopted to evaluate PL among school-aged students.15 92 

PL has been proposed to appeal to a holistic embodiment that encompasses perceptions with 93 
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regard to experience, memory, anticipation, and decision-making.12 According to these views, 94 

the concept of PL refers to the potential to engage in physical embodiment, as well as the 95 

intention to engage in lifelong participation in physical activity. Discrepancies in the 96 

conceptualisation of PL have aroused significant debate in academia in the Greater China 97 

Region.13, 16, 17 Furthermore, these documents have been written and read in local Chinese – 98 

which cannot be broadly circulated among scholars from different countries and districts. 99 

Therefore, an appropriate approach should be adopted, which resonates with scholars and 100 

enables the understanding of the concept of PL in this region with adaptations to local 101 

conditions. To achieve the goal of exploring diversity and multiple sources of PL in researchers 102 

from the Greater China Region, it is essential to adopt a method that is inclusive, while also 103 

enhancing the rigour of the findings by following the standards of the research process. The 104 

appropriate approach is to develop a local, contextually sensitive framework that achieves the 105 

following research aims: 1) it is important to synthesise the framework from a complex body of 106 

evidence into a comprehensive compilation that is not limited to the world of academia; 2) there 107 

should be consensus for a PL definition within this region that prevents confusion and further 108 

debate4 followed by comparison with findings in other countries. As such, the resulting approach 109 

should offer a synthesis of local cultural and practical perspectives from the existing literature 110 

and allow discussion or evaluation of the agreed framework and defining statement, thus 111 

informing the scientific discourse.18  112 

 113 

With the need for appropriate methods to address the research objectives, this study deploys a 114 

meta-narrative synthesis of the literature within the Greater China Region and places an 115 

emphasis on the panel recommendation phase to achieve a consistent defining statement and 116 
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philosophical framework of PL. This could then be advocated by researchers, practitioners, and 117 

policy makers in the education and health departments of the Greater China Region and 118 

ultimately lead to the recognition and insights of leading colleagues worldwide. Therefore, the 119 

research question of this study was: how do we define, clarify, and conceptualise ‘PL’ for its 120 

application and use in the Greater China Region? 121 

 122 

2. Methods 123 

The meta-narrative synthesis was selected as the most appropriate approach because the 124 

multifaceted concept of PL has been researched in different ways by multiple groups of scientists 125 

and key terms have different meanings in different literature sources.19 We referred to the six 126 

guiding principles (Table 1) as we explored the current literature and comprehensively organised 127 

the information found. For the current research, we followed procedures described in the meta-128 

narrative protocol by MacDonald, O'Leary20 in planning and organising the research phases. 129 

These phases included the following: 1) the planning phase – the beginning phase for drafting 130 

research questions based on the aims of this study. The research team, including the panel 131 

members, reviewed the research questions and were asked to add additional questions that were 132 

relevant to their information needs; 2) the search phase – the literature search process was 133 

conducted and included an initial search of the literature to facilitate and set the formal literature 134 

search strategy by establishing search terms, search fields, and databases. Consultation and 135 

networking meetings with colleagues were held to ensure that the overall approach was 136 

approved; 3) the mapping phase – the analytical process, which included the initial list of papers 137 

to be mapped (by the research team) into disciplinary categories in order to acquire a general 138 

sense of the topic areas; seminal texts and research papers were identified as guiding frameworks 139 
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for the synthesis of findings; 4) the appraisal phase – the phase during which article quality was 140 

determined as well as the extent to which the articles could influence the overall conclusions; 5) 141 

the synthesis phase – the research team used a deductive coding framework to guide the data 142 

extraction process and identified commonalities in concepts, theories, and findings (paradigm 143 

bridging), and described differences in research and understanding (paradigm bracketing);21 and 144 

6) the recommendation phase – the final phase for panel members to comment and disseminate 145 

findings across a broad range of potential stakeholders in order to achieve consistency in the 146 

defining statement and philosophical framework of PL in Chinese (Supplementary File). The 147 

information was then translated into English and circulated among international experts to seek 148 

suggestions.  149 

 150 

The quality standards21 and materials22 of the meta-narrative synthesis methodology have guided 151 

the development of this research design; the process was non-linear in the sense that a different 152 

process may have occurred in one step or was repeated during the review process22. Details of 153 

this process are introduced in the following paragraphs. 154 

 155 

2.1 Procedure 156 

2.1.1 Planning phase 157 

The first step was to clarify the importance of the PL concept to be defined in the Greater China 158 

Region and to assemble a group of experts and practitioners to focus on this topic.21, 23 The 159 

principal investigator (first author) developed draft research questions based on the aims of this 160 

study. The members of the core research team were academicians from the Chinese University of 161 

Hong Kong, led by the corresponding author. They worked as experts who provided review 162 
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comments and added additional questions if they thought relevant information was left out. 163 

Meanwhile, team members became familiar with the research topic, aims, and specific duties 164 

through informal communication throughout this phase. 165 

 166 

2.1.2 Search phase 167 

Starting with the researchers’ overview of the topic in the different districts within the Greater 168 

China Region, the research team discussed, searched literature, and communicated with panel 169 

members through inquiries.19 A preliminary search was used as a starting point, and the research 170 

team identified a few seminal papers on the PL concept within several disciplines and contexts.3, 171 

8, 14, 16, 17, 24-27 The main purpose of this step was to identify synonyms or surrogate terms used in 172 

the literature for different databases. Accordingly, a formal literature search strategy was 173 

developed by the research team (Supplementary File).  174 

 175 

Search terms included ‘physical literacy’, ‘体育素养 (ti yu su yang)’, ‘身体素养 (shen ti su 176 

yang)’, ‘体育素质 (ti yu su zhi)’, ‘身体素质 (shen ti su zhi)’, AND/OR ‘elements’, ‘definition’, 177 

‘philosophical underpinning’, ‘concept’. Databases included the China National Knowledge 178 

Infrastructure database (Mainland China), WanFang Data (Mainland China), HKInChiP (Hong 179 

Kong), Airiti Library (Taiwan), Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature 180 

database with full text (EBSCO), MEDLINE (Ovid) (second search), PubMed, SPORTDiscus 181 

(EBSCO), Web of Science (Science Citation Index, the Social Sciences Citation Index) (ISI), 182 

and ProQuest. The search was conducted in September 2020, covering the period from 2000 to 183 

31 August 2020. An additional check was conducted manually in March 2021 to supplement the 184 

literature pool. 185 
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 186 

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria All published academic articles discussing the definition of PL 187 

in the Greater China Region and publications on PL’s philosophical concepts and elements were 188 

included. These publications covered articles, discursive and empirical, theses, conference 189 

abstracts, and government documents. These were manually searched for in major/top journals 190 

including China Sport Science, the Journal of Beijing Sport University, and the Journal of 191 

Shanghai Sport University. Documents were excluded if: 1) the topic was not relevant to PL or 192 

2) the topic was not related to the main sub-topics of PL (philosophical tenets, elements, or 193 

definitions). The grey literature retrieved from the policy papers of the government and 194 

newsletters from NGOs/NGBs were important for further mapping results [they covered various 195 

seminal texts28] and for understanding the controversies and debates concerning the concept of 196 

PL. An original study by Greenhalgh et al. focused on the meta-narrative approach and also 197 

included grey literature, such as editorials, opinion articles, and non-systematic reviews for 198 

similar considerations.19, 29 Theses and dissertations were also included as potential contributors 199 

and focused only on the definitions, elements, and philosophical tenets of PL. References of the 200 

seminal articles were also checked to verify that no articles were missed.  201 

 202 

2.1.3 Mapping phase 203 

The main aim of this phase was to initially map the included articles and characterise them by 204 

research field, year of publication, and type (i.e., conceptual or conference papers, literature 205 

reviews, research reports, dissertations, and policy documents). The research field was identified 206 

by the journal category and study title.30 During this phase, the seminal texts were identified 207 

before mapping all the included articles and documents. Seminal texts were defined as those that 208 
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have influenced the development of PL in the Greater China Region and had the potential to be 209 

the basis on which to guide the tracking, selection, and further synthesis of findings.31 210 

 211 

As the meta-narrative process is iterative and non-linear, there was some back and forth between 212 

phases, such as when seminal texts were identified and discussions with panel experts were 213 

conducted. Panel experts were considered to be the most important references in this case 214 

because they could provide important insights as to which seminal texts would be adequately 215 

influential in this district. The research team needed to reflect on and discuss the results and 216 

preliminary implications for policy and academia before the appraisal and synthesis phases were 217 

conducted.20 One research meeting was specifically arranged for a presentation of the articles by 218 

the research team to the panel members to seek their feedback on interpretations of the findings 219 

and obtain further suggestions on the seminal texts. 220 

 221 

2.1.4 Appraisal phase 222 

During this phase, all the initially-included articles were appraised for quality to determine the 223 

extent to which they would influence the overall conclusions.19 Three reviewers from the 224 

research team rated each study, and consistency was addressed by the first author. The included 225 

articles or documents were assessed against the following quality criteria: 1) outstanding, 2) 226 

having some limitations, or 3) having many important limitations; at the same time, they were 227 

also rated for relevance as 1) being essential, 2) to be included, or 3) of marginal relevance.29 228 

The quality criteria of ‘outstanding’ referred to studies that included all the domains listed in the 229 

research aims, including philosophical foundations, definitions, and elements of PL— the more 230 

relevant the material included, the lesser the possibility of classification as ‘having limitations’. 231 
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The relevance rating referred to the quantity of data related to the three domains of PL listed in 232 

each article. A consultative meeting was held to discuss the appraisal results within the research 233 

team in order to identify a consistent final result of the included articles for further synthesis. 234 

 235 

2.1.5 Synthesis phase  236 

For the included articles and documents, the first author adopted a deductive coding method to 237 

extract data during this process.32 Random checks were performed by the research team (during 238 

the regular project meeting) on 10% of the included articles, with coding disagreements being 239 

discussed and addressed at the same time to achieve a consensus. Two other project meetings 240 

were held to summarise the data through paradigm bridging (by identifying commonalities in 241 

assumptions of underlying concepts and theories from the literature) and paradigm bracketing 242 

(by exploring the differences among the assumptions for generating higher-order insights) and to 243 

describe the definitions, elements, and philosophical underpinnings of PL among different 244 

research fields.21 During the first meeting, the main focus of definitions and elements/domains 245 

was addressed by extracting the similarities and contrasts within and between fields. During the 246 

second meeting, the data of the philosophical foundations were particularly reflected upon. 247 

Concept sub-categories of data sources that were found through the meta-narrative synthesis to 248 

be most commonly associated with PL were categorised into sub-themes; further themes were 249 

included according to panel experts’ recommendations (details described below). An initial 250 

framework was created to describe the philosophical underpinnings that emerged in the meta-251 

narrative synthesis and the progression/relationship within and between the domains of PL and 252 

physical activity. 253 

 254 
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2.1.6 Recommendation phase 255 

This phase was especially emphasised in the current study, because involving panel experts in 256 

the review process was essential to achieve consistency in the definition, elements, and 257 

philosophical foundations of PL in the Greater China Region. After preparing the draft 258 

definition, elements, and theoretical philosophical framework, the research team presented their 259 

findings to the panel experts in an online Zoom meeting. This meeting, held in Chinese, began 260 

by introducing the panel to the research aims, key considerations, and critical issues in the 261 

development of the framework and defining statements. The first round of discussion was then 262 

raised, and the panel members were requested to comment on the meta-narrative synthesis 263 

progress and provide inquiries and clarifications if they had any. Following a brief discussion, 264 

the panel members were shown the initial review results, including the mapping findings, the 265 

seminal texts, the draft-defining statement, and the framework of the philosophical model. In 266 

particular, the Chinese version of the draft-defining statement and the philosophical framework 267 

were presented to the panel experts for feedback. Each of the panel experts offered suggestions, 268 

which were recorded in the meeting notes by one team member. After the meeting discussion, 269 

panel experts were required to provide written feedback on the designed answer sheets in email 270 

attachments (sent together with the draft results). The panel experts needed to provide specific 271 

comments for the following items: 1) a document including an overall definition of PL and 272 

specific definitions of the PL domains; 2) a document regarding the meta-narrative synthesis 273 

sources of codes and the respective themes and sub-themes. The panel experts were asked to rate 274 

the extent of the relevance of each emerging category with all the sub-themes and themes from 275 

(lowest relevance) to 10 (highest relevance); and 3) a third Word file including the theoretical 276 

philosophical model. 277 
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 278 

There were three rounds of panel expert comments received, with each round inviting different 279 

scholars to participate in the review process. During the first round, all panel members from the 280 

Greater China Region were invited to comment on the preliminary results that were generated 281 

from the meta-narrative synthesis, including the Chinese wordings used, the principals of the 282 

defining statements, etc. During the second round, two international PL experts were invited to 283 

evaluate the English translations of the Chinese results and to provide their suggestions on 284 

theoretical and practical models, especially regarding specific terms in English. During the third 285 

round, a bilingual PL expert who was proficient in both English and Chinese was invited to 286 

provide further comments on the overall results of the defining statements and models to achieve 287 

consensus across the panel experts. When the feedback was returned during each round, the 288 

results were discussed by the leading author and the corresponding author first, with a follow-up 289 

discussion with other research team members to re-confirm the findings with appropriate 290 

revisions. The results were then sent back to all panel members for further comments until 291 

consistency was achieved (>80% consensus). The consensus was sought using the phrases agree, 292 

agree with suggestions, and disagree with reason and alternative. The final consensus was 293 

reached regarding the following research aim statements: 1) ‘I agree that the PL defining 294 

statements support and explain the definitions, explanations, and domains’ (up to 80%); and 2) ‘I 295 

agree that the models are presented in a practical and theoretical way and agree with how the 296 

domains and philosophical tenets are portrayed’ (up to 80%). The final products were generated 297 

from academic materials into standardised resources and references for use by all stakeholders in 298 

the education, social science, and public health fields within the Greater China Region. 299 

 300 
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3. Results and discussion 301 

In total, 74 papers were included in the definition synthesis and 28 were included in the 302 

philosophical synthesis in this study. A review flow diagram which followed PRISMA 303 

statement33 is presented in Figure 1. All results were categorised according to disciplinary field 304 

and publication type (Table 2). The social science field contributed the most among all the 305 

articles (49 of 74), followed by the education field (19 of 74), public health field (3 of 74), and 306 

others (3 of 74). The most common types of articles were conceptual (36 of 74). 307 

 308 

The historical perspective of PL 309 

In the late 1980s to 90s, the term ‘physical literacy’ was explored and developed with the rise of 310 

quality education promotion in Chinese discourse. From a practical implementation perspective, 311 

PL was not presented in a concrete and operable way that could be adopted by the stakeholders 312 

in the field of physical education, nor did it work as a philosophical concept or guiding ideology 313 

for physical education. In academia, interest in PL research has increased since the 2000s in the 314 

fields of physical education, sports science, and social science. The current study included 315 

articles published from 2000 to 2020–from multiple disciplines–and consistently advocated for 316 

more PL studies.  317 

 318 

Four key studies have provided definitions and typologies of PL in China from 2005 to 2020: 319 

Ren,17 Chen et al.,16 Yu,24 and Sum et al.14 – all of which had a lasting influence across 320 

disciplines based on their citation records. All of the definitions, except for that by Yu,24 adopted 321 

a broad perspective under the Whiteheadian PL concept. 322 

 323 
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Definitions and related terms of PL in Chinese literature 324 

In the mapping phase, seminal texts were identified by extensive reading of as many different 325 

sources as possible for the purpose of informing the definition and uses of PL in the literature.19 326 

Multiple definitions and terms are reported and summarised in Table 4. The related terms of PL 327 

included: 1) ‘体育素养 (ti yu su yang)’; 2) ‘身体素养 (shen ti su yang)’; and 3) ‘Ti Yu He Xin 328 

Su Yang’. Two articles discussed the Chinese translation of ‘physical literacy’. Gao and Lu34 329 

analysed the theoretical background information concerning how the term ‘PL’ came about, the 330 

interpretation of the meaning of PL as proposed by Whitehead,3 and Whitehead’s discussion on 331 

its defining principles; rather than solely focusing on sport, they advocated that PL be viewed 332 

with a broader scope and be translated into ‘身体素养 (shen ti su yang)’ – in accordance with the 333 

philosophy of monism and in terms of a lifelong journey for the pursuit of physical activity. Shi 334 

et al.35 explained their intention to translate PL into ‘身体素养 (shen ti su yang)’ based on its 335 

dimensions, development goals, and target groups. They assume that PL is a multidimensional 336 

concept that can be developed for each individual throughout life. There were also advocates for 337 

‘体育素养 (ti yu su yang)’ in the Chinese translation; for example, Chen et al.16 have provided 338 

evidence for the term ‘体育素养 (ti yu su yang)’ within Chinese academia, which emphasised 339 

definitions proposed by Lai36 that state that ‘physical literacy refers to the cultural level of sports, 340 

which mainly includes sports awareness, basic physical activity ability, basic athletic ability, 341 

basic sports knowledge, and the ability to engage in physical exercise, sports entertainment, and 342 

sports appreciation’. Based on this interpretation, Yu24 also adopted a broad definition of PL – 343 

that an individual has a congenital literacy foundation through family and physical education in 344 

school; also considered in the definition are the social effects of environment, culture, and 345 
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spirituality that are inherent to the physical pursuit of a comprehensive cultural shaping that 346 

gradually occurs.  347 

 348 

Zhou et al.37 provided an overview of PL with different terms used in the Chinese literature 349 

under the scope of sports ontology. The philosophy of monism, embodiment, existentialism, and 350 

phenomenology have well aligned with the ancient Chinese philosophical theory about body and 351 

movement— in this case, they align with the PL translation of ‘身体素养 (shen ti su yang)’, 352 

which represents the unity of body, mind, action, and knowledge. This covers a broader and 353 

wider research scope and includes the concept of PL with the translation of ‘体育素养 (ti yu su 354 

yang)’. They assumed that PL with the translation of ‘体育素养 (ti yu su yang)’ is suitable for 355 

the field of physical education, as it condenses and sublimates the value function of physical 356 

education. It covers a smaller scope but is accurate for interpretation in the field of physical 357 

education. Based on extensive reading and research through Chinese literature, stakeholders 358 

from the Greater China Region provided detailed comments on the initial results during the 359 

recommendation phase. A summarised table was distributed to all the members to collect their 360 

detailed opinions and – based on prior synthesis and discussion – we confirmed to support the 361 

use of ‘身体素养 (shen ti su yang)’, rather than ‘体育素养 (ti yu su yang)’ in the Chinese 362 

definition throughout the process.  363 

 364 

A second point to confirm was whether the Whiteheadian definition of ‘physical literacy’ should 365 

be used within the Greater China Region rather than a newly created one. The definition was to 366 

align with the two broad aspects of the concept of PL according to Whitehead,7 the determination 367 

to commit to physical activity for life and an appreciation of the holistic nature of human beings 368 
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that must be recognised and addressed if the first commitment is to be realised. This point was 369 

advocated by the panel experts based on the fact that 28 out of 74 included articles (which 370 

provided the philosophical underpinnings of PL) proved to be in alignment with aspects of 371 

Whitehead38 Western interpretation of the philosophical grounding of PL. For instance, Sum and 372 

Whitehead13 argued that ancient Chinese Tao philosophy can be used as a framework for 373 

understanding PL, as the attributes of motivation, confidence, physical competence, knowledge, 374 

and understanding can be conveyed through Taoist‑Chinese perspectives. From the conceptual 375 

argument by Zhou et al.,37 it is clear that Chinese sport ontology has provided common 376 

connotations and denotations connected with the philosophy of monism, embodiment, 377 

existentialism, and phenomenology – which further inform the philosophical foundations of PL – 378 

while the Chinese culture has provided its own unique and additional findings with regards to PL 379 

development in the Greater China Region. Therefore, it is important to explore PL definitions, 380 

domains, and elements based on the original definition, while also providing a unique discourse 381 

to inform PL from the Greater China cultural perspective. 382 

 383 

As discussed in the conceptual paper by Sum and Whitehead,39 to ‘literate’ – known as 384 

‘Xiuyang’ or ‘cultivation’ in Chinese culture – is a concept unique to Chinese culture and is 385 

characterised by different attitudes toward teaching and learning.40 It can include the process of 386 

perceiving, interpreting, and executing as with the concept of ming (knowing or understanding, 387 

明), and it is reflected by the holistic structure of jing (essence of qi, 精), qi (a representation of 388 

matter existence, 氣), and shen (spirit, 神) – Tao’s holistic structure of achieving integration of 389 

heaven and humankind.39 As such, each individual acquires a broad range of skills in order to 390 

read (perceive information) and interact with the environment (self-regulate decision-making and 391 
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actions), with the need to support whole-person development in terms of functional capabilities, 392 

including perceptual-cognitive, perceptual-affective, physical, and behavioural capabilities, and 393 

interaction with the environment.41 394 

 395 

Attributes of PL in the Greater China Region 396 

The next step in the meta-narrative synthesis was to extract from the literature a list of defining 397 

characteristics that gave broad insights and to then report the frequencies in the literature. Table 398 

5 presents a summary and categorisation of attributes from the sources of Chinese PL literature. 399 

Each attribute can be conceptualised on a continuum and varies depending on whether it pertains 400 

to perceptual-cognitive, perceptual-affective, physical, and behavioural capabilities and 401 

interaction with the environment. A higher-order theme was generated as the inclination for 402 

visible, invisible, and (in)/visible based on the conceptual research of Sum et al.42  403 

 404 

The results showed that attributes of motivation (76.4%), confidence (81.9%), knowledge (80%), 405 

and interaction with the environment (76.4%) were the most frequent among all the attributes in 406 

the literature. Motivation was considered more broadly as emerging from the individual’s 407 

engagement with the affordances of objects, surfaces, events, or other people in the environment, 408 

which may (or may not) have value and meaning for each individual.43 A physically literate 409 

individual will have a positive attitude toward participation in physical activity and will take 410 

steps to be involved in this activity on a weekly or perhaps daily basis.3 This can encourage 411 

participation, and this involvement can enhance the confidence to engage in more physical 412 

activities. Physically literate individuals are more likely to present with assurance and self-413 

confidence,44 and they will be at ease with themselves as embodied and accept their physical 414 
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potential.3 Positive feedback from successful experiences in sports reinforces their confidence 415 

and enjoyment in the deployment of their movement abilities.3, 45 With the development of 416 

motivation and confidence, they can facilitate fluent interaction with a wide range of 417 

environments, and they possess the capability to ‘read’ or ‘perceive’ the environment.3 The 418 

physically literate individual perceiving the environment (through a range of senses) will 419 

appreciate experiences as meaningful embodiment, and this will further facilitate more 420 

interactions and participation in physical activities. These attributes of PL are concerned with the 421 

acquisition of knowledge and understanding, which involves grasping the essential principles of 422 

movement and performance, as well as a basic understanding of issues related to health and 423 

fitness.46  424 

 425 

There were some interesting findings regarding the ratio of results for different attributes. For 426 

example – based on our common understanding – PL should be highly related to physical 427 

competence, which is a central attribute displayed by a physically literate individual. However, 428 

for the findings from Chinese literature, the physical domain does not receive the most attention. 429 

First, a number of scholars emphasised that PL advocates a broad development space for the 430 

body rather than focusing on just the ‘physical’. It is not limited to the field of sports, but 431 

involves all explicit physical activities, including labour work. It concerns not only the various 432 

stages of physical education in school, but also the whole life trajectory and even the long-term 433 

intergenerational inheritance of human population development.34 Second, the unique Chinese 434 

cultural discourse advocates the philosophies of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism and 435 

emphasises the notion of wuwei, which is a kind of effortless action that an athlete, musician, 436 

craftsman, or artist may experience while ‘in the zone’ or in the state of flow— moving and 437 
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acting with intelligent and effective spontaneity.39 It is the idea (from the holistic perspective) 438 

that when one realises that nothing is lacking, one belongs to the world. This sentiment can be 439 

expressed as ‘our belonging to the world and the world being instrumental in realising the 440 

fulfilment of human potential’, which belongs to each individual as the uniqueness of their own 441 

PL journey.39 442 

 443 

In addition, the attribute of morality in the Chinese discourse was introduced (it was mentioned 444 

frequently in the included articles). It refers to the pursuit of spiritual and moral aspects of the 445 

ability to participate in sports. As mentioned in research by Zhang et al,47 life-care on a moral 446 

level is of vital importance for education, especially for developing PL. Furthermore, moral 447 

education should concern students' real lives and behaviours, allow students to experience joy 448 

and happiness with respect to education, and promote a level of physical fitness, mental health, 449 

social interactions, and spiritual openness that lends to the achievement of all-around 450 

development. Individuals with full development can achieve a good understanding of and belief 451 

in life, love, and respect for life; such individuals are good at getting along with others and 452 

interact with society and nature in a state of harmony and morality.47 This is in line with the 453 

concept of PL in that it considers the development of the body and mind through education, the 454 

shaping of the personality, and living an active lifestyle. 455 

 456 

Model and philosophical underpinnings of PL in Greater China Region 457 

Figure 2 outlines the dynamic framework of PL, physical activity, and the environment with 458 

regard to the conceptualisation of movement behaviour. This was informed as a practical 459 

perspective for directing the use of PL in the Greater China Region. PL, lifelong participation in 460 
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physical activity, and a dynamic environment are closely inter-related in the model; physical 461 

activity involves structured and unstructured patterns and is a lifelong journey, indicating that PL 462 

is seen as a lifelong journey of interaction with the dynamic environment and reinforcement of 463 

continuous participation in physical activity.48 464 

 465 

Figure 3 presents the philosophical model of PL in the Greater China Region. Apart from the 466 

domains of PL, the philosophical terms generated from the 28 included articles were categorised 467 

into the three philosophical underpinnings proposed by Whitehead.3 The categorisation is not 468 

based on a strict principle, as the philosophies themselves are interconnected and overlapping 469 

with each other. The main purpose was to identify philosophical terms with a tendency toward 470 

monism, existentialism, and phenomenology based on their interpretations of the article. 471 

Traditional Chinese Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism philosophy are consistent with the 472 

essence of monism. For example, dating back to the Ming Dynasty, the description of ‘people are 473 

endowed with yin and yang, three talents are the same as the world’ emphasised that the balance 474 

of yin-yang was, in fact, conceived of as an intermediate stage toward the solidification of 475 

human beings, which is holistic.39, 49 As the Taoist view advocates yin and yang – and also the 476 

balance of yin-yang – it represents the transformation of philosophy from dualistic to holistic, 477 

and from holistic to monistic, and provides an arena to compare the similarities and differences 478 

between PL and Chinese philosophy.13 479 

 480 

The philosophy of Marxism has provided a Chinese perspective on the development of PL rooted 481 

in this area. It is the concretisation of a comprehensively-developing theory that emphasises the 482 

individual’s comprehensive development and fully strengthens the overall development of 483 
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physical strength, intelligence, imagination, creativity, and other abilities.50 Secondly, PL 484 

emphasises the cultivation of ‘whole person’, which not only focuses on individual abilities, but 485 

also plays an essential role in the overall development of social relations and the improvement of 486 

individuality. Physically literate individuals are more likely to have strong communication skills, 487 

moral qualities, and good conduct.50  488 

 489 

Constructivism was advocated by the scholars from the Taiwan district – where they have 490 

emphasised the cultivation of people-oriented ‘lifelong scholars’ through the policy of Twelve-491 

year National Basic Educational Curriculum – Core Literacy Directed PE. The curriculum adopts 492 

constructivism/cognitivism as a guiding framework to develop PL in individuals. It includes 493 

three aspects: ‘autonomous action’, ‘communication and interaction’, and ‘social participation’ 494 

as approaches to understanding the principles, concepts, and mechanisms of physical fitness and 495 

sport; the relevant knowledge is to be applied to physical activity, nutrition, and health fields. 496 

The process involves the knowledge and understanding of how various activities promote 497 

independent learning skills in children and how teachers can appropriately play supportive roles 498 

in the learning process. The philosophy of constructivism/cognitivism aligns with the educational 499 

curriculum in Taiwan and works as a philosophical foundation for promoting PL development.  500 

 501 

4. Defining statements of PL in the Greater China Region 502 

The definitions, attributes, and philosophical underpinnings identified in this meta-narrative 503 

synthesis were sent to panel experts, who reached a consensus that the definition was to be 504 

explicated through an official statement that covered specific definitions, explanations, and 505 

domains. The final consensus was reached regarding the research aims: 1) ‘I agree that the PL 506 
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defining statements support and explain the definitions, explanations, and domains’ (88.9%); and 507 

2) ‘I agree that the models present a practical and theoretical way of portraying the domains and 508 

philosophical tenets’ (88.9%). 509 

 510 

The panel members consistently agreed with the final version and processed the following 511 

defining statements: 512 

 513 

• Definition: PL is the integration of physical, perceptual, cognitive, psychological, and 514 

behavioural capabilities, echoing with the need for an active, healthy, and fulfilling 515 

lifestyle, which involves continuous positive interactions with the environment and 516 

embodied engagement in physical activities for life. 517 

 518 

• Further explanation: As an integrated concept, PL equips an individual with purposeful 519 

knowledge, skills, understanding, and values pertaining to the physical, psychological, 520 

and cognitive aspects of life. It is comprehensively manifested through the internalisation 521 

of a variety of physical activities and a desire for lifelong participation. PL is 522 

characterised as perceptual, cognitive, behavioural, and physical attributes integrated 523 

through the dynamic environment, and refers to the ability of communication between an 524 

individual and the environment. It helps an individual to apprehend, interpret, and create 525 

within the field of physical activity. 526 

 527 

• Domains: physical, sensory-perceptual, cognitive, psychological, behavioural, and 528 

dynamic environments. 529 
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 530 

5. Conclusion 531 

In this study, we contribute to the critical Chinese discourse on PL through a meta-narrative 532 

synthesis of the literature and the panel members’ opinions on PL. Our objectives were to define, 533 

clarify, and conceptualise PL from the perspective of Greater China through the synthesis of the 534 

literature and the panel members’ recommendations. This report provides a broad perspective of 535 

PL for application in the Greater China Region and presents definitions, core elements, and 536 

philosophical underpinnings of the concept across research fields. Finally, through our synthesis 537 

and discussions, we reach a conceptual definition for PL in the Greater China Region which can 538 

support the adoption of a consistent understanding and recognition of the indispensable nature of 539 

this relevant concept for sound development in all research fields. 540 

 541 

There are multiple definitions and typologies of PL in different research fields. As the criteria 542 

used for developing these typologies varied, it was difficult to identify one that was complete or 543 

well-adapted to guide the development of the PL defining statements. In this case, we have 544 

combined, compared, and critically analysed PL through definitions in the Chinese discourse, 545 

related concepts, attributes, and philosophical underpinnings found in the literature. The meta-546 

narrative synthesis approach was useful for framing the relevant aspects and dimensions of the 547 

concept of PL and for providing a sound structure to guide data extraction and analysis.30 548 

 549 

Despite the interesting findings, the results of this study have some limitations. A limitation of 550 

this synthesis was the challenge of including all the articles explored on this topic, especially 551 

those relevant to grey literature. The implementation of a systematic search during the search 552 
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phase and mapping procedures were valuable in that they allowed researchers to identify the 553 

relevant literature for this synthesis. In addition, managing such a great pool of literature was 554 

difficult, as there was a wide range of possible definitions of PL among the sources. It was 555 

helpful to clarify the term ‘PL’ as it is used in Chinese discourse, and it was also helpful to 556 

analyse the frequencies of the terms occurring in the literature so as to acquire a deeper 557 

understanding of the concept. Moreover, as the amount of literature on the topic was large, it was 558 

difficult to introduce each article; rather, the research team highlighted the references that were 559 

necessary to interpret the results. 560 

 561 

A thorough analysis of the literature and comprehensive recommendations by panel members 562 

have provided a useful strategy to develop a comprehensive definition of PL in the Greater China 563 

Region. The current synthesis highlighted the uniqueness of PL attributes and domains and their 564 

definitions in the Greater China Region. It is suggested that the cultural interpretation and 565 

historical background of PL in the Greater China Region should be addressed and respected. The 566 

development of a specific cultural definition statement of PL in one country could provide 567 

implications for PL researchers worldwide. 568 
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Figure legends 599 

Figure 1. PRISMA 2009 flow diagram for the meta-narrative process 600 

Figure 2. Practical Model of Physical Literacy in the Greater China Region 601 

Figure 3. Theoretical Model of Physical Literacy in the Greater China Region 602 
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Table 1. Six guiding principles of meta-narrative synthesis applied in the current study 

Principle Explanation  Application in the current synthesis 

Principle of pragmatism  Not self-evident. Guided by what intended audience 

needed most or promote their sense making 

The need to address the research questions regarding 

how to define PL in the Greater China Region, and to 

evaluate the evidence by constructing overarching 

narratives and conflicts 

Principle of pluralism  From multiple perspectives and “to expose the tensions, 

map the diversity and communicate the complexity of 

understanding the different traditions” 

Preliminary mapping identified several seminal texts 

in both international and local, and from policy and 

academia field. Many debates occurred on the 

definition of PL, and no consistent recognition 

towards PL elements, and underpinning philosophy. 

Principle of historicity Various research traditions  – not a “unified voice” but a 

unfolding of current agreements and disagreements over 

time 

The PL concept rooted in the Chinese culture has 

traced back to the emergence of key relevant terms 

and the relevant evidence has been explored through 

meta-narrative. This progress could contextualize how 

it could be understood, interpreted, and taken up 

within different fields. 

Principle of contestation  From simple description (conflicting) to higher-level 

interpretation that uses similar principles 

At the stage of search and selection, contestation 

emerged and conflicting perspectives remained for 

review. At the stage of synthesis, the research team 

aimed to explore epistemological, pragmatic 

explanations for conflicting recommendations 

Principle of reflexivity  Continually reflect, individually and as a team, 

throughout the process 

Critical reflexivity was needed to cultivate for the 

research team to reflect each round of emerging 

results, and include further panel members’ 

recommendation, to challenge our own, and each 

other’s assumptions and interpretations. 

Principle of peer review To present emerging findings to external reviewers in a 

formative way, which result in the subsequent reflection 

and analysis 

At the final stage of panel’s recommendation, the 

whole progress and methodology was reported with 

details to experts for their further comments and 

review. Feedbacks were collected in each round and 

at various points in the process. 
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Table 2. Mapping results (n=72) with disciplinary fields and publication type 

Main 

focusing field 

No. 

Included 

Year Type of articles 

Concept Lit. 

Review 

Study 

Report 

Thesis Conference Policy 

paper 

Public Health 3 2020 (n=3) 1 - 2 - - - 

Education 19 2011 (n=1); 

2016 (n=1); 

2017 (n=3); 

2018 (n=7); 

2019 (n=5); 

2020 (n=2); 

16 - 3 - - - 

Social 

Science 

49 2005 (n=1); 

2013 (n=1); 

2015 (n=1); 

2016 (n=4); 

2017 (n=6); 

2018 (n=8); 

2019 (n=13); 

2020 (n=13) 

20 12 13 3 1 - 

Other 3 2014 (n=1); 

2016 (n=1); 

2019 (n=1) 

- - - - - 3 
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Table 3. A summary of the Chinese PL seminal texts related to definitions and elements from the researchers and research teams 

Scope/researcher or 

research team 

Focus Findings Evolution Overall contribution 

International level     

International Physical 

Literacy Association 

(2017); Whitehead (2010) 

 

Basis for PL development 

in modern society 

 

 

The “Whiteheadian” 

conceptual framework was 

translated, developed and 

proposed to identify the 

definition of PL in the 

Chinese context 

Fully explored the 

meaning, significance and 

philosophical rationale 

behind the important and 

emerging concept, and 

applied it to the lifecourse 

 

An essential concept 

developed for numerous 

researchers, 

educationalists and 

practitioners, and 

contributions to all 

students and professionals 

working in physical 

education, sport, exercise 

and health  

Important influencers as 

the modern champion of 

PL development. An 

obvious impact for 

promotion in regards to 

internationalization of 

defining PL 

National/Regional level 

In Policy 

In Mainland China – 

National Fitness Program 

Plan (2016-2020)  

 

Emphasize “PL” in PE 

curriculum: By 2020, to 

improve the youth’s PL 

and help develop healthy 

behaviors are the most 

important part of school 

PE and education aims; To 

ensure students’ level of 

physical fitness and health 

in the PE evaluation 

system, and strengthen 

school sports performance 

evaluation and 

administration 

N/A An guiding policy paper 

involves the term “PL” 

into the national fitness 

plan – the first step that 

introduces PL as the 

guiding ideology 

N/A 
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In Mainland China – 

Outline of Building China 

into Sports Leader  

 

Incorporating “PL” as the 

major tasks and goals for 

national circular - People 

who often take exercise 

should account for over 45 

percent of the population 

by 2035; China should 

become a modern leading 

sports socialist country by 

2050, and its people’s PL 

and fitness, 

comprehensive levels and 

global influence in sports 

should be ranked near the 

top globally 

N/A To develop PL is 

becoming a consistent 

national ultimate goal and 

competitive national 

power within Mainland 

China 

N/A 

In Taiwan –  

Twelve-year National 

Basic Educational 

Curriculum –Core 

Literacy Directed PE 

 

To emphasize the 

cultivation of people-

oriented “lifelong 

scholars”.  

Divided into three aspects: 

“autonomous action”, 

“communication and 

interaction”, and “social 

participation.”  

N/A Further subdivided into 

nine major projects, and 

applied into PE setting, 

which indicates PL as an 

important core element for 

PE 

N/A 

In Academia 

Yu (2005) 

 

PL is one essential 

concept for human 

development in 21st 

century 

Research on defining PL 

from its connotation and 

denotation 

PL refers to an 

individual’s physical and 

psychological potential in 

in PA and sport through 

continuous learning and 

participation based on the 

combination of their 

Widely recognized as the 

fundamental explanation 

for PL in Chinese context 

and the role of PL has 

contributed to some 

evolving conceptual 

Inspired PL development 

with the quality PE agenda 

and in particular 

emphasized a 

comprehensive approach 

for PA participation in 

sport and public health 
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genetic inheritance and 

acquired environment 

frameworks in the Chinese 

literature  

Chen, Liu, Tang, and 

Chen (2017) 

 

Work focuses on 

interpreting Whitehead’s 

definition of PL and its 

application in Chinese PE 

classes 

Interpretation of  the 

concept of PL according 

to Whitehead’s definition 

and applied into the 

Chinese PE setting 

An adaptive definition of 

PL as a comprehensive 

capability integrating 

different components that 

benefit individual active 

lifestyles and health 

throughout lifespan, 

involving affective, 

cognitive, behavioral and 

fitness dimensions 

Most widely used 

interpretation derived 

from Whitehead’s 

definition in the Chinese 

context 

Many subsequent studies 

have adopted the 

definitions designed by 

Chen et al. (2017). 

Attempts to create a 

consistent national 

definition for educators 

and practitioners in China 

Sum et al. (2016); Sum, 

Cheng, Kuo, Wang, and 

Choi (2018) 

 

Constructing PL 

perceptions and validated 

its instrument in HK PE 

classes 

Empirical research data 

for developing instrument 

for use and evaluating PL 

perceptions in PE school 

settings 

Identified 3 dimensions: 

Sense of self and self-

confidence, self-

expression and 

communication with 

others, and knowledge and 

understanding 

Adopted by a number of 

scholars used across 

Chinese society to 

measure PL perceptions. 

Reinforce the principles in 

the International Physical 

Literacy Association 

(IPLA) Conference and  

Introduced perceived PL 

into Chinese literature 

Ren (2018) 

 

Interpreting PL for the 

promotion of PA for 

lifespan and providing a 

refined translation of the 

term “Physical Literacy” 

as “Shen Ti Su Yang” in 

Chinese 

Exploration of PL with 

more focus on the social 

meaning and embodiment 

through an individual’s 

lifecourse – a translation 

with wider perspective 

Identified the significance 

of promoting PL 

worldwide, the definition 

of PL according to 

Whitehead (2010), and its 

influence on PE and sport 

in China  

Advocated by researchers 

across the nation to 

emphasize the profound 

meaning of human 

development, not 

restricted in the PE setting  

A comprehensive 

interpretation of PL based 

on the conceptual 

framework from 

Whitehead (2010) 
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Table 4. Examples of PL definitions found in different disciplines of Chinese literature 

Public Health As appropriate to each individual, physical literacy (Shen Ti Su Yang) can be described as motivation, confidence, 

physical competence, knowledge and understanding to value and take responsibility for engaging in physical activities 

for life (Whitehead, 2016, 2019). 

Education Physical literacy (Ti Yu Su Yang) refers to an individual’s cultural and educational level in sport (Lai, 2003). 

 

Physical literacy (Ti Yu Su Yang) is the combination of the level of operational knowledge and practical outcomes based 

on the competency in the physical aspects, while the practical outcomes refer to the inheritance of culture, the 

improvement of physical fitness and the accumulation of sportsmanship (Zhang, 2000). 

 

Physical literacy (Ti Yu Su Yang) is the comprehensive physical quality and accomplishment produced by the influence 

of acquired environment and physical education on the basis of congenital heredity (Yu, 2005). 

 

Sport literacy (Ti Yu Su Yang) refers to the accomplishment gained from sports training and practice, including sports 

ethics, perceptions, knowledge and skills, embodies the educational function of sports and the goal of cultivating 

adaptable and sound social people (Zhou, Cheng, Zhang, & Li, 2020). 

Social Science Physical literacy (Shen Ti Su Yang)  is “the motivation, confidence, physical competence, knowledge and understanding 

to value and take responsibility for engagement in physical activities for life (International Physical Literacy 

Association, 2017). 

 

Core literacy includes not only knowledge and skills, but also students' emotions, perceptions, attitudes and values as 

the core attributes, so sport core literacy (Ti Yu He Xin Su Yang) is the core sports qualities that each individual should 

possess, including physical fitness and health, sports skills, and sports social emotions (Shang & Cheng, 2017). 
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Table 5. Summary and categorization of the attributes from the sources of Chinese PL literature 

Theme Sub-themes Categories Sources ratio* 

Visible 

  

Perceptual-Affective 

 

Confidence 81.9% 

Motivation  76.4% 

Manner & Appearance 50% 

Enjoyment 9.4% 

Physical 

 

Competence  67.1% 

Movement skills 64.3% 

Physical fitness 47.1% 

Exercise  28.6% 

Well-being 4.3% 

Perceptual-Cognitive Knowledge  80% 

Decision-making 10% 

Invisible  

 

 

 

Perceptual-Affective Sport value 68.1% 

Attitude 26.4% 

Cultural dispositions 14.3% 

Responsibility 14.3% 

Autonomy 10% 

Aesthetics & appreciation 9.7% 

Perceptual-Cognitive Moral 47.1% 

Awareness  42.9% 

Optimizing potential 20% 

Ideology 5.7% 

 (In)/Visible 

 

 

 

Behavioral 

 

Engagement 71.4% 

Lifelong participation 61.4% 

Experience  34.3% 

Active lifestyle 18.6% 

Performance 14.3% 

Survival ability 12.9% 

Dynamic environment  Interaction with the environment 76.4% 

Integration 17.1% 

* Ratio was calculated by the frequency that the term occurred divided by the total quantity of articles 
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From:  Moher D, Liberati A, Tetzlaff J, Altman DG, The PRISMA Group (2009). Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses: The PRISMA Statement. PLoS Med 6(7): e1000097. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed1000097 

 
For more information, visit www.prisma-statement.org. 

 

PRISMA 2009 Flow Diagram 
 

Records identified through 
database searching 

(n = 3107) 
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Additional records identified 
through other sources 

(n = 313) 

Records after duplicates removed 
(n = 2595) 

Titles/abstracts screened  
(n = 2595) 

Records excluded  
 

(n = 2327) 
 

Full-text articles assessed 
for eligibility 

(n = 268) 

Full-text articles excluded 
(n = 203) 

Not focus (n=34); 
 Not related to the main 

topic of PL (n=66); 
Insufficient detail (n=57); 

Limited rigor (n=46) Studies included in grey 
literature 

(n = 7) 

Studies included for 
definition synthesis (meta-

narrative) 
(n = 74); 

Studies included for 
philosophical synthesis 

(n=28) 

Supplementary 
check 
(n = 2) 
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